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A NOVEL IlAGAZINE CAIIERA. 

How to get the most out of the time at command is 
an important question in matters of recreation, as well 
as business. Some cling to old methods, and are satis
fied with the way things were done years ago; but 
others find that by adopting improved methods and 
apparatus, more can be accomplished in a given time 
and in a more satisfactory way. 

This applies to everything, but to nothing more 
pertinently than photography. 

From slow plates and lenses and quick plates and 
magazine cameras; from roll holders and cameras to 
be loaded with films by daylight. we turn to an inven
tion which allows the photographQr to retain all the 
good qualities of glass plates and at the same time to 
secure the advantages of loading by daylight. 

Messrs. Benjamin Marx and Henry Gassner. 2695 
Third Avenue, New York, are the patentees of the 
camera to which reference is made, and which is 
sht)wn in the engravingii'. Fig. 1 shows the camera 
with the side and top broken away to show internal 
construction and Figs. 2 to 5 inclusive show the de
tails of construction. 

The camera does not differ materially in external 
appearance from the usual form of hand camera. It 
has an objective and two finders. The glass plates 
used are placed in regular order on a long strip of tough 
paper, each being held in position by a mat which 
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IIARX AND GASSNER'S IlAGAZINE CAIIERA. 

barely covers the edge of the plate and is fastened to 
the paper. 

The strip on which the plates are thus mounted is 
folded back and forth upon itself in a light-tight box, 
with the plates between the folds, as shown in Figs. 1 
and 2. The side of the box is provided with an incline 
to facilitate removing the plate from the box. The 
box of mounted plates is sealed with the end of the 
paper strip projecting through a slit. The box is put 
in its place in the camera with the end of the strip pro
jecting. 

In the camera box is placed a flat reel provided with 
journals on which it can turn. The body of the reel 
is wood. It is made in two pieces, 80 that it can be 
folded together compactly. The metal heads of the 
reel are removable, thus permitting of carrying an 
extra reel in the camera. When it is desired to use 
more than two dozen plates, an extra reellllay be car
ried in the pocket. Au eyelet in the end of the paper 
strip is placed on a hook on the reel, and after the end 
of the camera is closed the reelis turned, thus bringing 
a plate from the box and folding it down on the face 
of the reel. 

The journals of the reels are pulled forward by 
springs, as shown in Fig. 3, alld when the plate is 
brought into an approximately vertical position, a pair 
of angled levers secured to a rock shaft are brought 
into contact with the plate, causing the plate to stand 
in the focal plane, the springs which draw the reel for
ward yielding as the angled levers al'e brought into 
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position. This operation also locks the angled levers by 
means of the toggle joint connected therewith. 

After the exposure is made, another plate may be 
brought [into position for exposure by releasing the 
reel and turning it through a half revolution. The 
operation of focusing the plate and locking the reel is 
the same as before. 

When all of the plates have been exposed, the blank 
paper contained in the plate box is wrapped around 
the exposed plates by turning the reel, and, with the 
reel heads, makes a light-tight package which is re
moved from the camera and sealed as shown in Fig. 5. 

The empty plate box is removed and replaced by a 
full one, another reel is placed in the camera, and the 
operation just described is repeated. 

It will thus be seen that there is practically no 
limit to the number of plates that can be exposed in 
this camera. 

stud of hard rubber or leather. This allows the cloth 
to be pushed up and down, bringing the back to the 
front; and by doing so quickly, the writing which is 
written on the cloth at the rear of the frame is made to 
cpme to the front in plain view. (Fig. 3.) 

Still another idea in a single slate is as follows: An 
ordinary looking slate is  given for examination, and. "Ti 

It can be loaded in broad daylight. It exposes a ' 
dozen or more plates at one loading, and is lighter 
than other cameras of the same capacity using plates. 

... ,. 

SPIRIT SLATE WRITING AND KINDRED 

PHENOIIEN A.-I. 
BY W. E. ROBINSON. 

There has probably been nothing that has made 
more converts to spiritualism than the much talked of 
"Slate Writing Test," and if we are to believe some of 
the stories told of the writings mysteriously obtained 
on slates, under what is known as "severe test condi
tions" that preclude, beyond any possible doubt, any 
form of deception or trickery, one would think that the 
day of miracles had certainly returned; but we must 
not believe half we hear nor all that we see, for the 
chances are that just as you are about to attribute 
some unaccountable spirit phenomena to an unseen 
power, something turns up to show that you have been 
tricked by a clever device which is absurd in its sim
plicity. 

There are a large number of methods of producing 
slate writing, but the writer will describe a few which 
will be sufficient to give an idea of the working of slate 
tests in general. First we have the ordinary one in 
which the writing is placed on the slate beforehand, 
and then hidden from view by a flap or loose piece of 
slate. (Fig. 1.) After both sides of the slate have been 
cleaned, the false flap is dropped onto the table, the 
side which is then uppermost being covered with cloth 
similar to the table top,. where it will remain unnotic
ed, or the flap is allowed to fall into a second slate with 
which the first is covered. In the latter case no cloth 
is pasted on the flap. Sometimes the flap is covered 
with a piece of newspaper and is allowed to drop into 
a newspaper lying on the table, then the newspaper 
containing the flap is carelessly removed, thus doing 
away with any trace of trickery. 

. 

Another way of utilizing the false flap is as follows: 
The writing is not placed beforehand on the slate, but 
on the flap, which, as before, is covered the same as the 
table top. This is lying on the table writing downward. 
The slate is handed around for inspection, and, on being 
returned to the performer, he stands at the table and 
cleans the slate on one side, then turns it over and 
cleans the other. As he does so he lifts the flap into the 
slate. The flap is held in firmly by an edging of thin 
pure sheet rubber cemented on the flap between the 
slate and the cloth covering of the slate. This grips the 
wooden sides of the frame hard enough to prevent the 
false piece from tumbling out accidentally. 

We now come to another style, wherein a slate is 
cleaned on both sides, and, while held in the hand fac
ing the audience, becomes suddenly covered with writ
ing, and the slate is immediately given for inspection. 
The writing is on the slate previous to the cleaning, 
and is hidden from view by a flap of slate colored silk, 
held firmly in place by a pellet of wax in each of the 
corners of the silk. (Fig. 2.) Attached to this silk flap 
or covering(at the end that is nearest to the performer's 
sleeve) is a stout cord or string, which is also made fast 
to a strap around the wrist of the hand opposite to that 
holding the slate. If the arms are now extended their 
full length, the piece of silk covering will leave the slate 
and pass rapidly up the sleeve out of the way, and thus 
leave the writing exposed to view; and the slate is found 
to be still a little damp from the cleaning with the 
sponge and water it had been given pre\-iously. This is 
easily accounted for. The water frolll the sponge pene
trates just enough through the cloth to dampen the 
slate. 

There is st.ill another slate on which we can make the 
writing appear suddenly. It is composed of a wood
en frame, such as all wooden-edgen slates have, 
but the slate itself is a sham. It is a piece of cloth 
painted with a kind of paint known as liquid slating, 
which, when dry and hard, is for all the world like the 
real article. This cloth is twice the length of the slate 
and just the exact width. The two ends of the cloth 
are united with cement, so as to make an endless piece 
or loop. There is a small rod or roller in both the top 
and bottom pieces of the frame, the ends being made 
hollow to receive them. Over these rollers runs the 
cloth, stretched firmly ann tightly. Just where the 
clo.th is joined or cemented is. a little black.button or 
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Fig. I.-ORDINARY SLATE WITH FLAP. 

its being returned to the medium, he takes his handker
chief and cleans or brushes both sides of the slate wit,h 
it; and, upon again showing that side of the slate first 
cleaned, it is found covered with writing apparently 
done with chalk. The following is the simple explana
tion of it: Take a small camel's hair brush and dip it 
in urine or onion juice, and with it write or trace on 
the slate whatever you desire, and when it becomes 
dry, or nearly so, the slate can be given for examina
tion without fear of detection. The handkerchief the 

Fig. S.-T H E  E N  D LE S S  

BAND SILICATE TRICK 

SLATE. 

performer uses to clean the 
slate with is lightly sprink
led with powdered chalk. 
He makes believe to clean 
the one side devoid of pre
paration, but the side con
taining the invisible writ
ing is gently rubbed with 
the handkerchief, not too 
hard, just enough to let 
the powdered chalk fall 
on the urine or onion 
juice, where it leaves a 
mark not unlike a chalk 
mark. 

••• 

Casualties I n the ArIDY. 
Adjutant-General Cor

bin has prepared a list 
showing the total number 
of officers and men who 
were e i t h e  r k i J l e d  or 
wounded during the Sant

iago campaign. On June 30 the American army in 
Cuba consisted of 852 officers and 17,358 enlisted men. 
Of this number 23 officers and 222 men were killed and 
92 officers and 1,285 men wOllnded. According to the 
official records the Santiago campaign only extended 
from July 1 to July 17, and this list does not include 
any of the casualties which occurred after the latter 
date. 

Fig. 2.-REIIOVING THE SILK FROII THE FACE 

OF THE SLATE. 
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lUIBcell.neon. Note. .nd Becelpt.. of 8,800 meters, whicb is of great importa.oce for the ment of a professional center for a.o art which was not 
To Protect Reaen'oin from RusL-The Deutsche study of the character of the air at great heightB.- even known by name in this country when the associa.-

Fltrber Zeitung recommends to clea.o the tanks from Staats Zeitung. tion flrst met. It was also, he said, worth noting 
rust a.od paint by means of a steel wire brush, to ·heat -----___ , •• +, ..... _----- that Just twenty-flve years ago the flrst organizeti 
piece by piece by the use of a soldering lamp, a.od to Co.t of Good Boad • •  nd Lo •• ik'01D B.d Bo .... eft'ort to establish the science of forestr),"preservation 
rub down the heated portions carefully with shoe- In a paper read before tbe Engineen' Club of Phila.- in the United states took shape in Se(ltion I of the 
makers' wax. The wax enters all the pores and gives delphia, recently, General Roy Stone, director of the association, whose council formulated 8, memorial to 
a protective covering which lasts for years, if the work Office of Road Inquiry in the United States Depart- Congress, which the association indorsed, a.od which 
is carefully done. ment of Agriculture. discu88ed "Various Phases of the led to the establishment of the Division of Forestry in 

Solder for Glasa.-A metallic compound which flrmly Road Question," says Municipal Engineering. From the United States Department of Agriculture, which 
adheres to glass, and ca.o, therefore, be employed as a data obtained from over ten thousand letters of inquiry became at once the center of the movement· to secure 
solder for glass, is obtained. by melting together 95 per sent out from his office, General Stone deduced certain rect'gnition for this unknown science. 
cent (by weight) of tin a.od 5 parts of zinc. The melt- flgures, referring to the average length of haul from The movement culminated this year in the creation 
ing point lies at about 200° (C. 't) By means of the the farms to market or shipping points, the average of a high-grade establishment, where the principles 
soldering iron it can be spread upon the glass, previ- weight of load hauled and the average cost per ton for a.od Illethods of forestry may be professionally studied, 
ously heated to this temperature, and, after cooling, the whole length of the haul. The flgures, tabulated, the flrst of its kind in the United States. The estab-
adheres firmly. to it. An alloy of 9 parts tin and 1 part are as follows: Iishment of the college, Dr. Fernow said, is a logical 
aluminum may be used for the same purpose, but has Ilequence to the policy to which the State of New York 
the drawback that its fusing point lies considerably Total has been committed since 1885, with regard to the 
higher, viz., around 890·.-Gold und Silberwaren In- A A� � av;:rtonCOllt forests in the Adirondack Mountains-&. policy under 
dustrie. GI'oIlp or 81atel. ha1Il�ee. �=�. �poand8 for wbole which the State has acquired over 1,000,000 acres of 

per mile. 1�:I.Of forest land, to be grad ually increased to 8,000,000 acres. 
SUver A1fected by Stmllght.-Erdmann reports, in _________ 1 ___ -1 ____ -'1--:---1·--- In the spring of the present year the New York Legisla.-the Zeitschrift fuer Naturwissenschaften, that some ::,s..=.n........ .. .... g.: �� SO;:: I::: ture pa88ed a.o act providing for the State College of tetradrachm pieces from about the year 500 before our Middle .. ::'::::::::::;: S'S *.81 *2.72 Forestry. a.od for the purchll8e of a demonstration area el'a had experienced peculiai' changes by the action of Cotton................. 12'6 iiir .115 8.011 

Prairie................. S'S 2.409 .22 1.11' in the Adirondacks, placing both nnder the trustees the sunlight. However strange it may appear that Pac. C08t. and Mtn.... 28'3 2,l1r.' .22 11,13 

silver coins should be a11'ected by the influence of light,' Whole United States... 12'8 2,002 .211 8.02 of Cornell University, thus withdrawing the enterprise 
========================== from any ba.oeful influence of politics. In placing this yet chemical research has proved the correctness of the 

• MIddle Southern Statel. college at a uni versity inlltead of establishing a sepa-above statement. The booalysis showed that the upper Assuming the correctne88 of the data.. ann using the rate !lchool, Dr. Fernow said, the most advanced ideas layer of the coins consisted of silver chloride, which census returo of farm products a.od forest and mineral of forestry education in Germany, where it is best probably had formed by their lying for centuries in outputs, a.od estimating incidental traffic, General r'I-7eloped, have been realized. After an enumeration sea water or in earth containing salt. Silver chloride, Stone arrives at a total of 818,849,227 tons as represent- of the courses given in the colle�e, Prof. Fernow de-which, as regards its silver value. corresponds to an t ing the total annual movement over country roads. scribed the proposed ma.oagement of the demons ra.alloy of 715 per cent of silver and 25 per cent of copper, At the average cost, ta.02 per ton, the grand annual tion school forest, which is to consist of 30,000 acres has, by the way, already been used for coining silver t cost of haulage on public roads amounts to 1948,414,665. in the Adirondacks. Forestry, he said, bas not for i s pieces, e. g., in the sixteenth century, at Freiberg, in d Not including the loss of perishable products for wa.ot ground maxim, as seems popularly to be belie,'e , Saxony, where rich flnds of silver chloride . had been of access to market when prices are good, and the use- .. Woodman, spare that tree," but "W oodma.o, cut made at that time. It had, therefore, to be decided lessness of cultivating certain products which depend those trees Judiciously." The handling of a slowly whether the Greek coins in question might not have 1 upon the markets being always &ooessible, statistics of maturing crop like forest trees requires an especia been coined directlYifrom silvpr chloride. This suppo- the. cost of operating foreign highwayll, and the data consideration of the problem which is quite unlike a.oy sition, however, was fOUI;ld to be wrong, as the silver Th obtained from the use of the few good roads existing in oth�r that presents itself to the businetls lUa.o. e chloride layer only constituted one-half gramme, below this country, would indicate that nearly two-thirds of trees ripen slowly, a full century being oftentimes it very pure silver oontaining but slight traces of cop- the above cost is directly chargeable to bad roads. necessary for the full development of growth. Ob per being met with. . 
The enforced idleness of men a.od horses dnring a large viously, therefore, it would be inadvisable to cut down 

Forgings of AlumiDum BrOllze.-Aluminum bronze is part of the year is another item which should be the product and then wait for a hundred years for 
a.o alloy of 90 to 95 per cent of aluminum and 5 to 10 charged largely to bad roads. The negative or hostile further mCODle (rom the land; but another system 18 per cent of copper, of golden color, which keeps well in attitude of the rural population toward all e11'ective necessary, whereby the interest is taken merely in 
the air, without Eoon becoming dull and changing the legislation in this direction is an obstacle also to road trees which are in condition to be cut, while the great 
color, like pure copper a.od its alloys with tin and zinc improvements in this country, while another is the principal, the forest itself, always remains practically 
(bronze, brass). It can be cast excellently, ca.o be filed general overestimate of the cost of such improvement. intact. With such ail exp'erienced and capable direct
well and turned, p088esses an extraordinary hardness A few years ago the macadam roads of New Jersey or at its head, the new College of I<'orestry should do 
and firmness, and attains a high degree of polish; it il! cost t10,OOO per mile; now equally good roads are a kind'of service not hitherto done for the promotion 
malleable and forgable. On the latter qualities are being built for t3,OOO, even where railway transporta- of for�stry preservation, a.od attract more or less con 
founded applications whicp were originally never tion of materia.l is required; and in localities better tinuously a degree of attention to the subject hitherto 
thought of, viz., forged works of art for decorative supplied with road material, and where a narrower only evinced at comparatively rare intervals. 
purposes. An alloy of 95 parts aluminum and 5 parts road is deemed sufficient, t1,500, or even less, will make • '., • 

copper is used here. The technical working of bronze a mile' of good stone road. Experience has demon- The Eallet of '&nger on the EyeB of '&nllO.l .. 
is not materially di11'erent from that of iron. The strated the fact that in most country districts a single "Until comparatively lately," says Louis Robinson 
metal is, especially in a warm condition, worked like stone road, 8 or 10 feet wide, with a good earth road writing on " Eye LlWguB.ge." "there seelDs to have been 
iron on the anvil, with hammer anel chisel, only that on one or both sides, is more generally satisfactory a good deal of difference of opinion as to the action of the temperature to be . maintained in forging lies be- than a. wider road of macadam. th!, pupil under the influence of emotion. About flve 
tween dark a.od light cherry red. If the bronze could The discussion which followed brought up the ques- years ago I had some correspondence with Sir S 
also be welded like iron,the artist forger would indeed tion ot steel for highway construction, a.od in answer Wilkes, the distinguished president of the Royal Col 
have a.o ideal material, but t�at is not possible. If the to questions General Stone said the road proposed by lege of Physicians, upon this very subjp.ct, and he in 
articles are not forged in one piece, and the putting the Department of Agriculture was to be made of lon- formed me that after long inquiry he had been unable 
together of separate parts becomes necessary, riveting, gitudinal. stringers. with about 8 inches of level sur- to get any trustworthy information as to how the 
and, above all, soldering, has to be resorted to, which face. with '80 8-inchflange to hold the ballast and a pupil behaved in the lower animals when they were 
ca.o be done with soft or hard soider. Besides forging, � X � inch 'bead OD the inside of ·the stringei' to assist under thp influence of emotion. The correspondence 
the bronze is well suited for embossing, which ill not wheels in keeping on the track. These stringers would had been called forth by my stating in a.o articlE' .. surprising, considering the high percentage of copper. rest on broken stone or gravel in a trench provided, that a dog's pupils dilate when he is angrY. 
After finishing the pieces, the metal ca.o be toned in and be tied together at intervals by rods. About 100 "The evidence upon which I based thlll statement 
manifold ways by treatment with acid.-Journal der tons of steel per mile of single tr8.(lk would be required, was gathered at the house of a friend who had a fox 
Goldschmiedekunst. and he estimated the cost at about t8,500 per mile, at terrier which used to becOlne' furious when teaspd. It 

Automatic Photograph Apparatus.-At the expense of present prices for material. As yet the demand has had a basket in the corner of the room to which it re
Prince Albert of Monaco, L. Cailletet has invented two not been su1Hcient to warrant the expense of preparing tired when 011'ended. The light from the chandelier 
devices which have been used for the first time with the rolls for these special rlLila, or stringers. But experi- shone full upon its face, and I frequently observed that 
international balloon ascensions and have given great ments on short lengths had been made with the light- when the animal was especially angry, the eye cham 
satisfaction. The first is a photographic apparatus est' kind of cha.onel iron, and with plates and angles, bers reflected the light in the same way as do those of 
which. every four a.od {>De· half minutes, takes a picture a.od the results had been vf!ry satisfactory in the de- a huma.o being when the pupils are dilated with 
of the earth as well as of the upper regions auto- creased tractive power required and in the ability to atropin. Having no quarrel with the animal myself, I 
matically. Of the upper clouds very handsome pic- resist wear and displacement. could approach him with saff'ty when others werp ex-
tures were obtained on which the numerals of the bar • '. , • citing his wrath, and found that on such occasions 
rometer could be distinctly read. T� renders it "ore.try Pre.erv.tlon In the Sc hool.. the pupils of his eyes were widely open. 
possible, although the balloon bf! destroyed, to deter- Persons interested in forestry preservation in the "It so happened that about the same time Sir S. 
mine the height reached. In the same manner all United States are familiar with the name of Dr. B. E. Wilkes had been making observations upon parrots, 
other occurrences during the aerial trip are photo- Fernow, forIQerly the very efficient chief of the For- and found that the pupil contracted when the birds 
graphed and taken cognizance of. The Paris unmanned estry Division of the DepartlDent of Agriculture, and were under the influence of anger. On extending my 
balloon has brought back 23 photograms, which show at present director of the recently established New observations to other animals, I found that cats and 
that the air ship after 36 minutes reached a height of York State College of Forestry at Cornell University. monkeys exhibited the same peculiarity as the dog 
13,700 meters, while the temperature was 65° below Dr. Fernow was one of the speakers at the recent when enraged and meditating mischief, but that in 
zero; it is also known that it began to sink after a meeting of the American Association for the Advance- several instances, as soon as the creatures were pro" 
dista.oce of 420 kilometers was covered. Such an ap- ment of Science at Boston, and his address, which was voked beyond endurance a.od flew at their persecutors, 
paratus ca.o of course be taken along a.oywhere, a.od in form a statement of the aims and organization of the pupils suddenly contrGted. I 011'er the following 
handsome views can be brought back from trips and the institution of which he is director, attracted at- conjecture as to the reason of this phenomenon: When 
excursions by any one not familiar with the art of tention because of the practical bearing of many of· an animal is angry and f&ll8 to face with a Coe, but 
photography. For tourists and wheelmen a new sport his remarks on the general problems of forestry preser- has not made up its mind as to the most e11'ective 
is opened thereby. vation, says Bradstreet's. Dr. Feroow said that the method of attack, it is importa.ot that the eyes should 

The second invention is an apparatus which collects establishment of the college in the semicentennial year take in as much as p088ible of the enemy and his sur
air samples from the highest regions. On account of of the American A88ociation marked a greater progresa roundingl!; but when the actual onslaught is made, 
its weight, however, it could not be suspended from 10 the science and art of forestrY tha.o could bt;! shown the attention of the assailant is fully concentrated 
the unmanned balloon, but was taken along by the in any other direction during the existence of the upon solDe particular point of h1B advenary's body." 
manned one and brought back air from an altitude 8II8OCiaticm., for the I'8&IIO!l thali it mea.ot the estabUah- The Huma.oitariaQ, 
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